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Abstract

Statement about the Abnormal Medical Condition
Although disc herniation is the most common etiology of compressive radiculopathy [1,2]. Lumbar radiculopathy is indication to operative surgery [3-5]. Purpose of this study is to show the results of regenerative treatment of compressive radiculo-neuropathy in young girl without neurosurgical treatment. Case report: patient V., 24 years had been treating in Private Scientific Institute ITHEC “Victoria” for 1 year with diagnosis: vertebral osteochondrosis, hernia disk L5-S1 with rightside lateralization, chronic radicular syndrome, compressive radiculo-neuropathy, disk protrusion L4-5. At the moment of coming patient had complaints on pain and hypestesy in lumbar part of back and in the dorsal surface of thigh rightside and in lateral surface of shin and foot, paresis of right foot and gait disorder. From anamnesis-patient was volleyball player for 10 years. In neurological status was determinate segmental loss of sensitivity and paresis of right foot. MRI showed hernia disk L5-S1 rightside localization, size 16mm and compression of radix S1. Patient refused surgery and got start regenerative treatment by “Protocol of medical care for patient with radiculopathy” №V-14.3.3.4.2.13-M54.1. After 4 hours pain reduced and to finish of 2d month paresis was reduced. For 1 year patient hasn’t pain and performed gymnastic yet. MRI-control of lumbar part of spine showed hernia disk reduce (calcification) to 10 mm. was performed style life modification and patient hasn’t pain and paresis for 3 years. The patient is monitored yet. Findings: Regenerative treatment has anti-inflammatory effect and promotes faster regeneration of the radix and peripheral nerve.

Conclusion & Significance
Regenerative treatment, by the protocol №V-14.3.3.4.2.13-M54.1, allows patients with radiculo-neuropathy compression like method, that providing anti-inflammatory and regenerative effect and like method of treatment in patients with contraindication to neurosurgical operations.
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